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2-Bedroom Rental Apartment near the Palais des Festivals
Reference number: CANA021862
Features
Bedrooms

2

Single beds

2

Bathrooms

1

Double beds

1

Toilets

1

Sofa beds

0

Surface

55 m2

Rating

★★★

Amenities
✓ Terrace

✓ Shower

✓ Internet

✓ Television

Description
Curious as to what makes the Cannes city centre so enjoyable? This accommodation will help you
ﬁnd your answer. This 2 bedroom Cannes event apartment is located on one of the most famous
Cannes streets, Rue Notre Dame and is only a 3-minute walk away from the Palais des Festivals.
Just 2 minutes away from this building is the vibrant Square Merimée, where you can ﬁnd some of
the best pétanque played by both the young and old of the city. The charming and stylish Cannes
group accommodation is occupying the 1st ﬂoor of the residential building and is accessible using
stairs. The living room features a black leather couch and a homey old fashioned ﬁreplace
imparting cosy and comfy ambience to the apartment. An independent fully functional kitchen is
equipped with all the tools that you could require along with a breakfast table. The kitchen opens
to a wonderful back terrace which is provided with a sitting area, furnished by a sofa and chairs
and also a dining table with chairs. Here you can organise a meeting in complete privacy. Both of
the bedrooms are naturally well-lit and generously spacious. One of the bedrooms comes with a
double bed while the other consists of 2 single beds. The bathroom contains a glass-enclosed
standing shower and has white wall tiles. Through this Cannes rental apartment near the
convention centre, you and your team can enjoy an unbeatable central location along with a good
night’s sleep.
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